DAY 1 TUE 3 OCT.

Registration
Opening Ceremony

Life After the App – How Humans Will Connect With The Internet of Things - Joe Paradiso, Professor in Media Arts and Sciences-MIT

Cyril Perducat - EVP IoT and Digital Transformation-Schneider Electric

Scaling to Win in IOT - Jonathan Ballon - VP, IoT-Intel

Sam George - Partner, Director Azure IoT Engineering-Microsoft

MOVE TO NEXT SESSION

11:40 - 12:20

Dame Changes: Opportunities & Risks - Moderator: Ben Salama, Chief Digital Officer, Accenture; Panellists: Airbus, Wair Group, and Metso

Smart Air Transportation - Moderator: Rana San, Deloitte US lead for Public Sector IoT, Panellists: Michael Rios, Director of Commercial Development – Greater Toronto Airport Authority; Rob Watkins, CTO - NATS, UK Air Traffic Control Organization, Alex Fischer; CEO Columbus Partnership

Eksoskeleton - A Patient’s Experience - Panel Discussion: Vodafone, Eksos Bonics, and Patient

Improving Upstream Operation Management Through IoT and Cloud Solutions - Mauricio Rovario, CTO Oil and Gas, Schneider Electric and Michael Scott, Production Industry Solutions Advisor, Halliburton

What’s Next for the World’s Most Sustainable Buildings? The Edges: from v0.0 to v2.0 - Moderator: Kevin Brown, SAP Innovation & CTO; Crooked Business-Schneider Electric; Panelists: Erik Ubas, CTO-DVS Real Estate, Rovin, Real Estate, Joann Michalski, Managing Director-Delatella Consulting LLP; Sander Schuitema, CTO-MPZ2; Sam George, Partner- Director of Azure IoT Engineering-Microsoft, Barry Colgan, CTO EcolBuilding-Schneider Electric

Enterprise IoT: The Customer’s Point of View - Moderator: Sam George, Partner-Director Azure IoT Engineering-Microsoft

Power Optimization: Use Machines Learning to Learn from Historical Trends-Dirk Nair, Researcher; Cialtch and panel of experts - Joe Paradiso MIT, Richard Solis IC, Dr. Sileio Savarese, Stanford CWSL, Said Tabet, Dell, and Stan Schneider, RIT

MOVE TO NEXT SESSION

12:20 - 13:00

Fleet Analytics for Standard Rotating Equipment in Chemical Industries - Learnings and Experiences from a Co-Innovation Research Project - Colin Ward, Head of Chemicals Global Product Group, Business Unit Oil, Gas & Chemical and BASF

NASAs Human Spaceflight Exploration Plans and IOT - Carlos García-Galan, MPCV Mission & Systems Integration Lead - NASA

Product to Services Transformation with IoT - Moderator: Anita Ganti, SVP & Global Head Product Engineering, Xylem

IOT Powered Real-time Analytics and Decision Support System for a Solar Plant - Moderator: Mr. Sameer Joshi, Sr. Director, IoT, L&T Infotech; Mr. Rishi Kedia, Chief Business Officer, L&T Infotech; Mr. Milan Kumar, Head - Engineering and Services; Solar Business, L&T Ms. Deborah Sherry, GM and Chief Commercial Officer, GE

Automated Emergency Light Testing - Ian Davidson/Buckoff Automation - IBM Watson

Reliability saves it all: How Cintas Has Used the IoT To Scale Their Reliability Program Across the US - James Wagner, Regional Project Manager and Facility Management Engineer - Cintas

Transformation of Cities: Smarter Infrastructure - Moderator: Lucka Dillon, Vice President, Global Marketing and North American Distribution

LUNCH

13:10-14:15

Industry Keynote

Industry 4.0 and the Future of Work: Re-examining the Relationship Between Talent and Technologies - Executive Panel - Moderator: Mark Cottolino, Research Director-Delette; Jeff Schwartz, Principal, Human Capital-Global Leader, James Stellberg, EVP Research & Development-Dematic

14:15-15:30

Key Themes in Realizing IoT: The Implementers Perspective - End User Panel - Moderator: Daneel Hodges, CEO & Founder-Consumers in Motion Group

15:30-16:15

How Policy & Regulation Can Support the Advancement of IoT - Panel Session - Paul Timmers, Former Director Digital Society, Trust & Cybersecurity European Commission

16:15-17:00

MOVE TO NEXT SESSION

17:10-17:45

Smart Elevators and Connected Field Service - Moderator: Mvir Kumar, VP Aerospace, Industrial & IOT, LTI; Chris Smith, VP Service Innovation - OTIS, Justin Tang, Director IoT, OTIS

Mobile Data Centers Onboard Freight Locomotives - Justin Christiansen, General Manager, IOT Markets & Channels in the North America; Mpcv Mission & Systems Integration Lead - NASA

Creating a Continuum of Care - e-Health as an Enabler - Helene Nauta, University Medical Centre Utrecht, The Netherlands and Patient

Major Utilities Deliver Operational Benefits and Business Results with IOT Enabled Solutions - Moderator: Jesus DeMesa, Principal Partner - Moments Partners; Panelists: David Ayers, Executive Vice President, Global Engineering, Xylem Inc., Mr. Mike Flannagan, Senior Vice President, SAP Analytics, Europe; Mr. Tom Pollock, Head of Information Management, Northern Gas

Smart Cities: Transformation of Today’s Urban Environments into Smart, Connected, Secure Cities of Tomorrow - Sameer Sharma, GM, New Markets Development-Intel

Achieving Seamless, Bidirectional, Real-time Customer Interactions in Physical Retail Stores Through IOT - Nadim Tawileh, Product Manager, Connected Retail, Google; David Nugyen, Sr Principal, Digital Experience, Accenture Labs

Enabling IoT: Vicenta Munoz Boza, Chief IoT Officer-Vodafone

17:45-18:30

Harnessing the Power of Time Sensitive Networking in IOT Systems - Dr. Oliver Klingsberg, Manager Advanced Development, Hirschmann Automation and Control GmbH & Jeff Lund, Senior Director Product Management, Belden

End-to-End Visibility Across Cloud Supply Chain - Kevin Parent, CTO Conduco and Axel Espigas, VP IT Planning & Customer Solutions DHL Supply Chain

Designing and Enabling a Secured, Scalable and Flexible IoT Platform for Biopharma Devices - Luciez Packer-kovski, skibe and Joel Nichols, Mirc

Unlocking the Potential of Internet of Things (IoT) for Beam Pump Surveillance in a Brown Oilfield - Dr. Helmut Schnabl, Digital Enterprise Process Solutions CEE, Seimens; and Sasa Blazkovic, Digital Oilfield Manager, OMV Austria Exploration and Production GmbH

MOxius Project: IOT Cloud-Based Platform and Mobility Services - Mr. Sergio Fernandez Balaguer, Communication and Consultancy Directorate – Empresa Municipal de Transportes de Madrid, EMT - Enas PC-Enas

Monitoring Cold Chain in Real Time - Fabiola Perez Ramos, CEO Matiorra and Jose Antonio Castillo SSISA

Artificial Intelligence Applied to Smart Facilities - Moderator: Said Tabet, Senior Technology Strategist, Corporate CTO Office - Dell Technologies, Panelists: Daniel Hodges, CEO & Founder, Consumers in Motion Group

18:30-19:30

Reception - Exhibit Floor
DAY 2 WED 4 OCT.

Registration

Breaking Through Change Paralysis - Joe Spagnoloetti, President-SpagnoloettiNet

The Internet of Moving Things - Mike Martin, Vice President-Analyzer Devices

From Sensors to Services: Surviving Digital Darwinism - Executive Panel - Moderator: James Bailey, Senior Managing Director-Accenture

Industry Keynote

Realizing Business Outcomes and Digital Transformation with IoT - Jayraj Nair, VP Global Head IoT-Wipro


Panelists: Marty Groover, Director, Manufacturing Intelligence-Caterpillar, Guido Jirot, Chief Digital Officer-ABB


Maximizing Value of IoT Remote Monitoring Solutions and Services - Moderator: David Ryan, General Manager Health & Life Sciences Internet of Things Group-Intel

IoT and OPC UA=Profit - Darok Kominits, Director Materiaks OPC, Honeywell

Transformation of a Core City Service with a Smart IoT Platform - Moderator: Leila Dillon, Big Belly Panelists: Luc de Rooms, City of Antwerp, Per Jarnbrink, City of Stockholm

Intelligent Labels in the Apparel Industry - Francisco Melo, Vice President and General Manager, Global RFID Avery Dennison, Jody Foldesi, Managing Director - Boston Consulting Group

Worker Safety in Hazardous Environments - Moderator: Calvin Smith, Director & Head of IoT Partner Engineering - Wipro

7:30-8:30

Security Leading the Way to the Adoption of IoT Technologies - Moderator: Sven Schrecker, Chief Architect, IoT Security Solutions, Intel

The Internet of Things That Move - Connected Cars & Beyond - Moderator: Ron Zahavi, Chief Strategist for IoT Standards-Microsoft

Three Specific Business Models That Work in Healthcare-Moderator, John Denning, Chief Technology Officer-Universal Medical

End to End Architecture for Data Capture - Louis Desroches, Oil & Gas IoT Solutions Manager, Intell and Colin A. Tait, Director of Production Optimization Software, Weatherford International

The Internet of Moving Things - John Ellis, Global Technologist and Head of the Ford Developer Program

LUNCH

Dynamic Changes & The Future Impact of IoT - John Ellis, Global Technologist and Head of the Ford Developer Program

The Value of Testbeds to IoT - Panel Session

IOT Centers of Excellence - Moderator: Dr. Richard Soley, Executive Director-IIC, Roberto Sasso, Ph.D.-Rho-Sigma, Costa Rica, Sanzhar Kettebekov, Ph.D.-Almaty Tech Garden, Kazakhstan, Aldo Boitano, Executive Development, Chile, José Rizzo Hahn Filho-Pollux Automation, Brazil

MOTION TO NEXT SESSION

The IIC’s Industrial Internet Connectivity Framework (IICF) - Stan Schneider, CEO, RTI and Richard Soley, IIC

Harness The Power of People & Information - Johan Vermeiren, Digital Lead and Head of Service, Industrial Automation Division and Carnival Cruise Lines

5G and Latency Critical Applications - Ronan Ben-Hamou, EIP Services & Projects, Telit

Smart Grids, Digitization & Transformation - Moderator: Schneider Electric

Low Energy Buildings - Guillermo Romancio Artal, Director IoT - Integra Technologies & Eduardo Bandres - Lola Construction

Dynamic Pricing Mechanisms - Srdjan Krto, CEO DunaNET and Petar Mirkovic, Unversaport


MOTION TO NEXT SESSION

MOTION TO NEXT SESSION

Improved Process and Asset Reliability - Shane Bookor, Director Strategy & Innovation, Honeywell and SKF-Germany

Connecting Electronics and Semi-conductor Manufacturing Data Across the Automotive Value Chain - David Park, VP WW Marketing, Optimal Plus and Craig Nishizaki, Sr Director of Product Engineering, NVIDIA

Conversations in Healthcare: AI is the new UI - Ronan Wisdom, Accenture

Keeping the Lights on in an Increasingly Hostile World (Kiev, Ukraine) - Allan Haughton, Senior Manager and Security Lead, Accenture Digital

Transforming Buildings with IoT - Microsoft

Digital Signage System Connects with Customers - Rajen Sheth, Director of Product Management Google and Google and Smart City Entrepreneurs - Moderator: Jim Nolan, Executive VP Research and Development, Inter-Digital Communications and David Amison, Strategic Business Planning & Commercial Development, Bucking- hamshire County Council, Ulrich Ahls, CEO - FIWARE

MOTION TO NEXT SESSION

MOTION TO NEXT SESSION

Gala Dinner